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Work Down the Backlog 
“Backlog” consists of all of the appointments scheduled into the future, representing work 
from previous days that have been put off until tomorrow. The backlog of appointments 
clogs clinic schedules, taking up slots that could be used today for patients requesting 
appointments with their providers. A clinic cannot successfully improve access without 
working down the backlog.  

Gain Immediate Capacity 
Review the patients who have future appointments to see if there are other ways to meet their 
needs. Physicians can ask the following questions about patients already in their schedules: 
 

“I am seeing a patient today who is also in my schedule next month. Can I take care of 
that patient’s needs today to eliminate next month’s appointment? Then I could 
schedule them (if necessary) for a new appointment several months from now. “ 
 
“Are there patients in my schedule who I can cancel, take care of with a phone call, 
handle in a different way by compressing multiple follow-ups into one, or have someone 
else on the care team contact?” 
 
“Does this patient really need an appointment?” (eg. someone coming in for a medicine 
refill, someone seen recently, someone in the hospital, someone who is really not my 
patient, etc.) These patients’ needs might be handled in ways other than with a 
scheduled appointment. 

 
Temporarily Add Appointment Slots 
Preventing new backlog (not putting today’s work off into the future) involves both reducing future 
demand and gaining immediate capacity. Future backlog can be prevented by temporarily adding 
appointment slots, e.g., by adding weekend or evening appointments or extra appointments during 
the day.  
 
Adding staff on a temporary basis might be required to reduce the backlog and prevent future 
backlog from being created. Gaining capacity allows the clinic to do more of today’s work today and 
eliminate previous backlog thereby reducing the amount of work that is being put off into the future 
and preventing new backlog from being created. 

ACA—Shape The Demand 


